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dominantly in digital formats that have a very
strong reliance on technology to both store
and access data. If we look one century ahead
it is quite difficult to see how the preservation
of digital data will be assured and how the in-
formation we generate today will be accessed
(rönSdorf et al. 2013).

In addition, there is increasing demand for
older and superseded data to support histori-
cal and temporal analyses related to change
in Earth’s natural and human landscape
(liBrary of congreSS 2010), to know the im-

1 Introduction

Looking back a century, or even before, we
find a lot of geographic information created
at that time that is still accessible and usable
in the form of paper maps. Paper has proved
itself a good medium for long term preserva-
tion if it is looked after with appropriate care.
It is easy to handle and printed information
in graphical form is immediately accessible.
However, in today’s digital world, geographic
information is produced and distributed pre-

Summary: Most of the paper maps produced a cen-
tury ago are still very accessible in cartographic
libraries preserved by the producer. It is our present
obligation to guarantee the preservation of digital
geospatial data today and allow for digital carto-
graphic accessibility one century into the future. In
addition, there is an increasing demand for older
maps that goes beyond pure historical interest mo-
tivated by the study of dynamic problems such as
impacts of the climate change, human activities and
sustainability. The long-term preservation of large
volumes of geospatial data in a uniform way still
remains an unsolved question. A systematic solu-
tion has been demanded by National Mapping and
Archival Agencies in Europe and North America.
One year ago the ISO/TC 211 “Geographic infor-
mation / Geomatics” published a New Work Item
Proposal (NWIP) named ISO 19165 “Preservation
of digital data and metadata” accompanied by a
Working Draft document. The proposed standard is
built upon the principles laid down in the ISO 14721
“Open Archival Information Systems” and upon
the data model of the ISO 19115-1 “Metadata – Part
1: Fundamentals”. This article reports on the spe-
cialization of both standards for the purpose of ar-
chiving of geospatial data and asks for contribu-
tions to the ISO 19165 under development.

Zusammenfassung: Entwicklung einer ISONorm
für die Archivierung von Geodaten: ISO 19165. Pa-
pierkarten aus dem frühen 20. Jahrhundert sind
meist heute noch gut zu gebrauchen. Inwieweit man
digitale Geodaten von heute in 100 Jahren nutzen
kann, bleibt abzuwarten. Zudem ist ein gestiegener
Bedarf an historischen Karten zu beobachten. Die
Langzeitarchivierung von umfangreichen Geoda-
ten in einheitlicher Form bleibt vorerst eine unge-
löste Aufgabe. Eine systematische Lösung wurde
von nationalen Vermessungsbehörden und Archi-
ven in Europa und Nordamerika gefordert. Vor ei-
nem Jahr veröffentlichte daher das ISO/TC 211
„Geographic information / Geomatics“ ein New
Work Item Proposal (NWIP) unter dem Namen
ISO 19165 „Preservation of digital data and meta-
data“ verbunden mit einem bereits fertiggestellten
Working Draft Dokument. Die neue Norm baut auf
den in der ISO 17421 „Open Archival Information
System“ dargelegten Prinzipien und dem Daten-
modell der ISO 19115-1 „Metadata – Part 1: Funda-
mentals“ auf. Dieser Beitrag berichtet von der Spe-
zialisierung der beiden ISO-Normen für Zwecke
der Archivierung von Geodaten und ruft zur Betei-
ligung bei der weiteren Entwicklung der ISO 19165
auf.
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archival principles. Some of the data are never
final like cadastral data and thus in principle
could never be archived. Other data has le-
gal or ownership restrictions which keep their
validity and must be acknowledged by an ar-
chive. Topologically structured data features
are fully interlinked and thus cannot be sep-
arated into packages without modifying their
structure. Geospatial Information Systems de-
sign principles often force the data models to
be divided into thematic layers and each one
considering geospatial data, metadata, sym-
bolization, printing, etc. that are often stored
individually. In addition, geospatial data are
often linked with non-geospatial information
increasing the storage capacities even more.
Service-Oriented Architectures (SOA) pro-
duce maps on-the-fly sometimes related with
highly dynamic real time phenomena which
are gone shortly after the call, thus, hardly im-
possible to be preserved. Though some of the
cases may rarely require archival, in others
can open new forms of studying human evo-
lutions. For example, the CartoBD company is
storing all georeferenced twits believing that
they will allow for studies of human activities
in the future. These emerging cases illustrate
the differences and potentialities that archival
of digital geospatial data can provide. The au-
thors assume that a preservation case for eve-
ry example could be perceived. Finally, large
data volumes of the imagery domain tend to
exhaust the available long-term storage capac-
ities.

The ISO/TC 211 “Geographic information /
Geomatics” is ISO’s Technical Committee
that pools all standardization projects for geo-
graphic information. This is the reason why
the national mapping agencies of Europe, the
Open Geospatial Consortium and others have
asked ISO/TC 211 to take the action. Though
several other topics have been standardized
already, an ISO-standard that addresses the
specificities of the preservation of geospatial
information is still missing. Many works of
administrative units require ISO-standard as
a fundament while non-ISO-standard are not
accepted e.g. for calls for tenders, in particular
in the U.S..

The development of the ISO 19165 “Preser-
vation of geospatial data and metadata” has
started a year ago. In June 2015, the project

pact of human activities and eventually to ex-
tract lessons for a sustainable development
that does not go irreversibly beyond plane-
tary boundaries (Steffen et al. 2015). The ex-
ponential growth of studies done as a result
of the free availability of the complete Land-
sat series is another example of the monetary
value of well preserved Earth observation ar-
chives (Wulder et al. 2012). Consequently,
national mapping agencies and Earth obser-
vation data producers (including remote sens-
ing space agencies and in-situ campaigns) are
challenged to preserve the history of geospa-
tial data before new updates take place.

After some years of a short history of geo-
spatial digital production, we are now realis-
ing that long-term preservation of large digital
geospatial datasets in a uniform way is a still
unsolved question. Though the problem has
been known for a while it has been mitigated
by producer’s comprehensive storage policies
and, so far has been compensated by the fast
development of storage media towards cheap
and voluminous units. However, currently
the growth of data is faster than the growth
of storage media, particularly due to constant
inputs to remote sensing datasets.

Remote sensing agencies have realized this
issue and they already had applied data pres-
ervation policies and procedures to their data
archives. The European Space Agency (ESA)
Preserved Data Set Content (LTDP 2012) and
the NASA Earth Science Data Preservation
Content Specification (NESDPCS 2012) are
two examples of success stories in the remote
sensing community. A systematic solution has
been demanded also by National Mapping
and Archival Agencies in Europe and North
America. In 2003 the International Organiza-
tion for Standardization (ISO) published a first
preservation standard developed by a group of
agencies running imaging space-borne sen-
sors: the ISO 14721 “Open Archival Informa-
tion System” (OAIS). Though the document
was developed by space agencies, the specifi-
cation is generic enough and has been applied
to digital libraries around the world.

Solutions commonly applied in libraries to
preserve printed documents (including OAIS)
cannot be directly applied because geospatial
data possesses a number of peculiarities that
do not agree with or even contradict common
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data dictionary for preservation of metadata,
the PREMIS data model (premiS 2012). ra-
mapriyan & moSeS (2012) prepared the data
preservation content specification of NASA’s
Earth sciences division. The U.S.-states North
Carolina, Kentucky, Montana, Utah, started
together with the Library of Congress Geo-
MAPP in 2010. The GeoMAPP effort aimed
to address the preservation of “at risk” digital
geospatial content such as land parcels, zon-
ing, roads, and jurisdictional boundaries which
change regularly. Existing copies of these data
are often at risk of being overwritten when up-
dates or changes are made (geomapp 2010).
higginS (2008) presented a Curation Lifecycle
Model developed at the Digital Curation Cen-
tre of the University of Edinburgh, United
Kingdom. engel et al. (2013) of the land sur-
vey administration of Baden-Württemberg,
Germany, discuss the archival with a focus on
appropriate data formats. A methodology for
the preparation of documentation evaluation
and access proposals (PAAD) is prepared by
the Catalonian National Commission on Ac-
cess, Evaluation and Selection of Documents
(CNAATD 2015).

A broad discussion on aspects of the pres-
ervation of digital cartography can be found
in JoBSt & gartner (2011). moe & longhenry

(2013) discuss technical aspects of the preser-
vation of the USGS aerial film archive.

3 Working Draft ISO 19165

Since the year 2010 a group of the European
National Mapping and Cadastral Agencies re-
quested an ISO-standard for the preservation
of geospatial data. The National Standardiza-
tion Body of Germany (DIN) prepared a New
Work Item Proposal that was accompanied by
a Working Draft document. In the autumn of
2014 the members of the ISO/TC 211 “Geo-
graphic information / Geomatics” approved
the new project with no no-votes. This was
an indication of the strong demand for ISO-
standard, now numbered ISO 19165.

team discussed the first Working Draft which
is built upon the ISO 14721 and a proposal of
the Open Geospatial Consortium. This pro-
posal was prepared by the Catalan Carto-
graphic and Geologic Institute aiming at the
definition of a minimum set of metadata for
preservation by extending the existing ISO
19115-1 “Metadata – Part 1: Fundamentals”.

The intention of this article is disseminate
the work that the ISO/TC 211 is doing to cover
the need of a geospatial preservation standard
toward a future official ISO 19165.

2 Preliminary Works

The most detailed standard that addresses
preservation in a generic way is the ISO 14721
“Open Archival Information System”. This
ISO standard has been initiated by the NASA
and developed in cooperation with the ESA
and other space agencies (ISO 14721:2012).
A fundamental element of this ISO-standard
is the Information Package (IP) which con-
tains the data (content information) together
with their metadata (preservation description
information). This concept has been adopted
by the new ISO 19165. The definition of new
metadata elements will be restricted to those
not already defined in the ISO 19115-1.

The European National Mapping and Ca-
dastral Agencies published 16 principles for
the archival of geospatial data under the title
GI+100 (rönSdorf et al. 2013). Four important
principles sound:
• Archiving of digital Geographic Informa-

tion begins at the point of data creation,
rather than at the point of withdrawal from
active systems (1).

• Be selective and decide what to archive and
what to lose (3).

• Consider preservation timeframes of 1, 10,
100 years (4).

• Geographical data should be preserved in a
way that non geo-specialists can handle (8).
In a similar way the u.S. liBrary of con-

greSS (2010) demands appraisal and selection
of geospatial data because of the limited re-
sources that most organizations have for pres-
ervation.

An international group of library experts
published under the leadership of the U.S. a
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In addition, the ISO 14721 defines a number of
responsibilities of the organization that oper-
ates an OAIS archive. Those include a suffi-
cient control of the information needed to en-
sure long-term preservation, as well as copy-
right implications, intellectual property and
other legal restrictions.

Every archive needs a designated commu-
nity which is able to understand the archived
information without needing special resourc-
es, such as the ones available to the experts
who produced the information.

No matter how well an OAIS maintains its
current holdings, it will eventually need to mi-
grate much of its holding to different media.
Digital migration is defined to be the transfer
of digital information, while intending to pre-
serve it.

Three major motivators are seen to drive
digital migration of AIPs within an OAIS.
These are:
• Improved cost-effectiveness: The rapid

pace of hardware and software evolution
provides greatly increasing storage capac-
ities and transfer bandwidths at reducing
costs

• New consumer-service requirements
• Media decay

3.4 Preservation Principles of the ISO
19165

3.4.1 Prioritization

The exponential growth of the data volume
prevents a full archival of all data. Conse-
quently, only a selected subset can go for a
long-term archive. A temporal classification
may follow the proposed categories 1 year, 10
years, and 100 years.

3.4.2 Data formats

Today, all geospatial data are stored in com-
monly accepted specialized data formats.
Those formats have a specific structure and
include metadata. Some of the formats are
standardized by ISO and/or IEC (Internation-
al Electrotechnical Commission), others are
de-facto standards. In 2014, the format de-
scription document (FDD) database of the US
Congress Library contained 334 format de-

3.1 Scope

According to the scope-section this standard
sets the rules for the long-term preservation
of digital geospatial data. These data include
metadata and other ancillary data that are nec-
essary to fully understand and rebuild the ar-
chived digital environment.

Geospatial data are preserved as a geospa-
tial archival information package. This stan-
dard defines its details. A geospatial archival
information package will be fully self-explan-
atory and will allow a future reconstruction of
the dataset without external documentation.

3.2 Terms and Definitions

The first Working Draft contains 37 terms
and definitions that were mostly adopted from
the ISO 14721 “OAIS” and the ISO 19115-1
“Metadata – Part 1: Fundamentals”.

3.3 Summary of the ISO 14721

The Information Package (IP) is central to
the OAIS. The standard distinguishes further
between: the input, the Submission Informa-
tion Package (SIP); the storage, the Archival
Information Package (AIP); and the output,
the Dissemination Information Package (DIP)
(Fig. 1). It does not provide any implementa-
tion or format for the IP.

Fig. 1: Model of the Open Archival Information
Standard (OAIS). SIP = Submission Informa-
tion Package, AIP = Archival Information Pack-
age, DIP = Dissemination Information Package
(ISO 14721:2012).
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better for storage. In other cases, aggregated
products can be derived from raw data with no
or with little costs. Then, preserving the pro-
cessing algorithms with the raw data could be
the right choice.

3.4.6 Gold copy

The totality of all methods can never guaran-
tee a full recovery of the data after a very long
period of time. In order to increase reliability,
a separate copy version of the 100 year data
preservation should be established in an open
format, file based repositories, avoiding data-
bases, or other complex environments. Often,
this copy is called a gold copy.

3.4.7 Intellectual Property Rights

As mentioned in the introduction, the regard
of intellectual property rights imposed on the
data is crucial. Authoritative geospatial data
often possess legal restrictions that are written
in license agreements. Licences for geospatial
data usage need to include a special clause au-
thorizing future curators the rights for pre-
servation actions including archive, media mi-
gration and redistribution among future users
of the archived data.

3.4.8 Time

According to an archiving rule the incoming
data should have lost their relevance for the
governmental work. However, many geospa-
tial data are never obsolete or are continuously
updated such as cadastral data. These kinds of
geospatial datasets never become mature for
archiving. The ISO 19165 defines a number of
methods to overcome this problem.

3.4.9 Archiving package for geospatial
data registries

The standard should define, as one of its cen-
tral components, the elements of the AIP. This
package should be ready to be shared with
other organizations, including those outside
the geospatial community. Studies or other
forms of research are needed to find out the
user’s requirements.

scriptions, 34 of them are geospatially relat-
ed (liBrary of congreSS 2011). A more com-
prehensive list of formats can be found in the
GDAL/OGR read and conversion open source
libraries (GDAL 2015).

It is almost impossible to recommend a sub-
set of formats since each format is used in its
context. Instead, a geospatial dataset should
be archived together with a fully document-
ed data format specification. For practical rea-
sons the documentation of the data format can
be delegated to a format-registry.

3.4.3 Database

Many geospatial data are object-structured
and stored in databases (sometimes known as
geodatabases). In order to preserve this struc-
ture, the full database content should be trans-
ferred to the archive, which demands an ar-
chiving strategy that allows a persistent un-
derstanding of the technology for accessing
this dataset.

3.4.4 Properties of geospatial data

Geospatial data often have a large number of
attributes of which only a few are relevant for
a specific mapping product. For instance, a
1:100,000 map does not show most of the road
details, such as traffic lights. In the case of a
limited archival space, this observation leads
to another method of data reduction: assump-
tions about the future potential use of the data.
Based on this assumption, a decision is need-
ed which of the properties and which of their
details will be archived or dropped. As a re-
sult, not all properties of the geospatial data
are archived. Only those are maintained which
are required to create one of the assumed pro-
ducts.

3.4.5 Level of aggregation

Often the same geospatial data exists at seve-
ral servers with different levels of aggregation
and processing. This means that prior to ar-
chiving it needs to be specified which levels of
detail are required for archival. In some cases,
raw data could be too dependent on the sensor
technology or software licenses, and a further
elaborated product could be easier to use and
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3.5 Metadata built upon ISO 19115-1

A geospatial dataset is always linked to a set
of metadata. The metadata should be archived
in a way that allows an undoubtedly reference
between both data and metadata. Preservation
requires that more emphasis is put on metada-
ta. In the long term, when the producer of the
dataset is no longer available metadata could
become almost the only source of additional
information about the preserved dataset.

A number of metadata models have al-
ready been proposed for the preservation of
geospatial data such as the well-known pro-
totyped PREMIS metadata model. It defines
entities, among which are Intellectual entity
(intellectual property of the dataset), Digital
Objects (dataset), Agents (person or organi-
zation involved in the life of the dataset), and
Rights (permissions pertaining to the dataset)
(PREMIS 2012).

The packaging format should be built upon
existing standards. During the first project
team meeting an example was presented: the
Open Packaging Convention defined by Mi-
crosoft. This packaging format is standard-
ized as ISO 29500-2 and ECMA-376 and it has
a reference implementation in the geospatial
world (MMZX format) introduced in the Mi-
raMon GIS.
The ISO 19165 will define specialized ver-

sions of the IPs named Geo-SIP, Geo-AIP, and
Geo-DIP. Their special properties include,
lossless compression, cartographic series sup-
port (a manageable regional size, e.g. series of
tiles of 10 km x 10 km), and a container for
information regarding geometry (vector and
raster), attributes, topology, metadata, quick-
looks and recommendation on how to symbol-
ize the data.

Fig. 2: Top-level classes of the metadata model for preservation (reddish) and the related classes
of the ISO 19115-1 (white).
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including the eventual decision of discontinu-
ing the preservation of the resource. Acquisi
tion element deals with how, when and with
what legal constraints the dataset was given
to a preservation body, e.g. including specific
licenses agreements and restrictions to pack-
age redistribution. Relations to other resourc
es reuses the MD_AssociatedResources and
includes a PREMIS (PREMIS 2012) relation
taxonomy, e.g. the dependency that a geolog-
ical dataset has to a reference topographical
map. Preservation package information lists
all the parts (files and documents) that togeth-
er form the AIP, e.g. enumerating all files cov-
ering the data values, additional data tables,
the metadata, the product specifications, the
format specifications, the symbols used in the
visualization, and a quicklook in PDF format.

The acronym “GP” is a proposed shortcut
that identifies the preservation standard with-
in the ISO/TC 211 family of standards.

4 Next Steps of the Development
Process

According to the ISO regulations, the expert’s
contributions shall be provided on the Work-
ing Draft level. This will last at least for the
next one year. The following Committee Draft
level initiates comments from the Technical
Committee 211 “Geographic information /
Geomatics”. The later stages such as Draft In-
ternational Standard are reserved for the ISO
central secretariat to polish the standard on
the editorial level.

The authors, who also chair the project team
of the ISO 19165, ask for contributions which
refine the proposed model and which eventu-
ally allows for the definition of more detailed
procedures for a stable and save preservation
of geospatial data.
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